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LENSSTORY is a multimedia company in Ghana, working in 

and beyond the boundaries of Africa. Our aim is to visually tell stories of families,

individuals, companies and institutions. 

 

 We are here to make memories beyond, today. 

 

 With our highly skilled and talented team, we will paint those precious moments with high

quality lights and uniquely craft those design concepts.

WHO WE ARE

Company Profile

Company Name: LENSSTORY GHANA LTD

Contact: +233(0)303 961 141 / +233(0)558658947

Email: Lensstoryghana@gmail.com

 

 
Facebook | Instagram | Twitter    @LENSSTORYGH



Individual / Couple

BRIEF

 
 Photographer will spend 60 minutes during the

session.  Client has 2 outfits change during this

session and will be guided into the perfect poses

and expressions. 

Deliverables are Soft copies only.

 

 

Studio Shoot          GHS 400 Per Hour

On-location Shoot  GHS 600 Per Hour

 

 You can select EITHER basic editing OR advanced

retouching for your deliverables.

 

EDITING OPTIONS

Basic Editing - Approx 25 images an hour

Advanced Retouching - 10 images per hour

 

 

 



Family / Group

BRIEF
 

Photographer will spend 60 minutes during the

session.  Client has 2 outfits change during this

session and will be guided into the perfect poses

and expressions.

Deliverables are Soft copies only.

 

 

Studio Shoot          GHS 500 Per Hour

On-location Shoot  GHS 800 Per Hour

 

You can select EITHER basic editing OR advanced

retouching for your deliverables.

 

EDITING OPTIONS

Basic Editing - Approx 25 images an hour

Advanced Retouching - 10 images per hour

 

 

 



 Portfolio session

BRIEF
 

Corporate or portfolio head and full body shots is

a complete package which helps to project your

true personality and set you apart as a

professional. Client will be guided through the

poses and expressions to reflect your personality.

All images are optimized for web, print and

LinkedIn. On location sessions attract an extra

Charge.  Deliverables are Soft copies only.

 

 

 

 

You can select EITHER basic editing OR advanced

retouching for your deliverables.

 

EDITING OPTIONS

Basic Editing - Approx 25 images an hour

Advanced Retouching - 10 images per hour

 

 

GHS 500 per hour



Baby/Milestone 
 Session

BRIEF
 Babies change so rapidly that's why it's

important to capture special moments

throughout the year so you can enjoy every

stage. New born sessions are best taken

between one and six weeks. 

Whereas Milestone photos at 3, 6 and 9

months, concluding with the big first year

birthday session.

A complete package for a new born throughout

to the big 1st year available at a discounted

rate.

 

 

EDITING OPTIONS

Basic Editing - Approx 25 images an hour

Advanced Retouching - 10 images per hour

 

 

 

GHS 800



Maternity  Session

BRIEF

 
 Photographer will spend 

120 minutes during the session to allow client

have ample time. You will be guided through

poses and expressions that reflect your emotions

and moment. Client has 3 outfits change during

this session. 

 Deliverables are 10 retouched photos (Soft

copies only). Prints and Frames are available

upon request at an extra charge.

 

 GHS 600



Product

BRIEF

 
Every Business should aim at showcasing their

products in its fullest to potential customers. 

Knowing the value of good photographs of your

product and investing in them will in turn

generate more revenue for your business.

For this session , the team will deliberate and

share ideas with client to help create a mood

board that best sells the product before the

project commence.

 

 

 

 

 

NB: The stated Base rate is not fix as it may

increase depending on the nature, magnitude

and place(studio/on location) of the project.

 

GHS 800 base rate 



Private Event

BRIEF

 
Birthdays, family gatherings and celebrations of

certain milestones and special moments are

what makes life worthwhile. Photographs are

worth more than thousands of words during

such moments. Capture these moments and

relive them years after. 

Package rate is hourly based with

deliverable as soft copies available for

download on an online gallery 

 

NB: Maximum guest list for this package is 50

 

 GHS400 per hour



Corporate Event

BRIEF

 
Excellent event photography is a crucial

marketing device in that it can open you up to

more publicity opportunities. Great photographs

serve as talking points for media outlets which in

a long term generate revenue for the business.

 

Package rate is hourly based with deliverable as

soft copies available for download on an online

gallery

 

NB: Maximum guest list for this package is 100

 

 GHS500 per hour



Concert Coverage

BRIEF

 
Documenting musical concerts in its true essence

open you up to more publicity opportunities.

Great photographs serve as talking points for

media outlets which in a long run promote brands,

increase sponsorship offers and generate 

revenue.

Package rate is hourly based with deliverable as

soft copies available for download on an online

gallery

 

 

1 photographer     GHS 500 per hour

2 photographers     GHS 750 per hour

 

 

 
*Sponsorship  Offers available



Conferences/Seminars
BRIEF

 
Excellent event photography for

Conferences/Seminars is a crucial marketing

device in that it can open you up to more publicity

opportunities. Great photographs serve as talking

points for media outlets which in a long term

generate revenue and increases sponsorship

offers for the business.

 

Package rate is hourly based with deliverable as

soft copies available for download on an online

gallery

 
1 photographer         GHS 600 per hour

2 photographers        GHS 1000 per hour

3 photographers         GHS 1200 per hour

 

 

 

*Sponsorship  Offers available



Studio Space Rental

BRIEF

 
Our Studio Space is available to rent to clients

and other photographers/videographers.

Studio equipment includes Seamless paper

backdrops, 7ft Parabolic Umbrella, softboxes,

beauty dish, strip boxes, light/boom stands etc. 

 

 
Studio Space with Lighting Equipment     

GHS 70 per hour

 

 

Studio Space with Lighting Equipment and

Camera

GHS 100 per hour

 

 



Prints & Frames 

Prints
 

5 x 7" - Qnty 10 - GHS 40
 

Table top Frames
 

5 x 7" - GHS 40
6 x 8" - GHS 55

 
Wall Frames

 
8 x 10"  - GHS 80

10 x 12"  - GHS 120
12 x 16"  - GHS 160

 16 x 20" - GHS 220
20 x 24" - GHS 300
20 x 30" - GHS 380
24 x 36"  - GHS 520

 
All Sizes are in Inches "



Albums & Photobooks 

Album
Album only                                GHS 150

Album with 100 prints               GHS 400

Album with 150 prints               GHS 500

 

Photo Books
11x8"          50 pages                  GHS 650

11x11"          50 pages                  GHS 900

11x15"         50 pages                  GHS 1200

 
Extras
Pre Wedding shoot (2 outfits)    GHS 500

Bachelorette party                     GHS 1000

Extra Shooter                             GHS 400

Groom Prep                               GHS 350

Express Delivery                         GHS 500



Delivery Time

Images are delivered within 5-10 working days from the day of the shoot. This duration may 

be longer dependent on our current work load.

 

Deliverables

DIGITAL IMAGES only will be provided to the client. The high resolution images will be delivered to the client via

CLOUD STORAGE.

 

Payments

 After the shoot the time will be calculated based on when the photographer started shooting and when they

ended. Full payment must be made before final delivery of the images.

 

Copyright and Reproductions

All photographs taken by LENSSTORY are taken in accordance to the Ghana Copyright Act, Act 690

(2005). This is not a work-for-hire contract. Clients have full usage rights to the final images delivered.

 

 

T&C's



 

Limit of Liability

 In the unlikely event that the assigned photographer from LENSSTORY is unable to perform to the guidelines

 of this contract due to an injury, illness or other cause beyond the control of LENSSTORY. 

We will make every effort to secure a replacement. If the situation should occur and a suitable replacement 

is not found, responsibility and liability is limited to the return of all payments received for the event. 

 In the unlikely event that digital files have been lost, stolen, or destroyed for reasons beyond Our control,

including but not limited to camera, hard drive, or equipment malfunction, 

LENSSTORY liability is limited to the return of all payments received for the event.  

 

Additional Information

Please note that all items brought by clients should be removed from the Studio premises after the shoot.

LENSSTORY is not liable to anything left at the studio after the shoot. Any mess made by clients at the

studio should be cleaned up by the clients, otherwise a GHS 50 fee will be charged to cover cleaning.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Transfer of the Down payment indicates your acceptance 

Alterations to these terms must be done in writing and confirmed by all parties.

Failure to comply with the terms and agreements laid out in this document may result in non-delivery of

images shot.

T&C's



 

 

 

By MTN Mobile Money Service (Merchant Number)

Registered Name: LENSSTORY GHANA LTD. 

 Number: 055-865-8947

 

BY UBA GHANA (Madina branch)

Account number: 01022064202552

 

 

Please confirm Merchant name before approving any transaction.

 

All Payments are due at least 10 days before coverage 

 Kindly Prompt us via SMS or Call when you make any payment. Questions? Comments ?

 Contact us 0303 961 141 or email lensstoryghana@gmail.com 

we will be happy to answer questions or concerns.  Thank you!

 

 

Payment Options


